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QUICK-START GUIDE AND SPECIFICATIONS

8 x 8 Pixel LED Color Display
(64 pixels total)

Start Button
Micro USB Port

Built-In:
• Accelerometer
• Speaker

1 LED Unit  
(with rechargeable lithium battery)

1 Micro USB Cable

1 Slap Band

GET READY TO CODE YOUR OWN WEARABLE!
We’re excited you’ve chosen Pitsco’s Code Cube™! Whether you’re new to coding or have little or extensive coding 
experience, we think you’ll find it simplistic yet fun and engaging. Get ready to let your inner creativity shine! Code 
Cube is a programmable wearable designed to teach the basics of coding using block programming with a 64-pixel, 
multi-colored, lighted unit. After the code has been uploaded, wear it as a watch, bracelet, bag charm, or headband – 
the possibilities are endless!

Let’s get started!

What’s Included

The Pitsco Code Cube features the following:
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Accelerometer
An accelerometer is included in the Pitsco Code Cube, which is used to detect movement and orientation of the Code 
Cube. Using related functions in the program enables the Code Cube to display different images and play sounds 
based on its movement. 

Sound Output
The Code Cube is capable of playing sounds or notes by using associated programming blocks. Sounds include 
preprogrammed sounds, tones, and notes.

Setup
Charging the Battery

The battery is located within the Code Cube. It will charge when the micro USB cable attaches your Code Cube 
to a power source, such as a computer or charging station. The battery will take approximately one hour to fully 
charge after it’s fully depleted. When it is tethered to the computer, it will continue charging even while it is running 
programs.

Attaching the USB Connector

When the Code Cube is properly attached to your computer, the Code Cube will show a test screen and a red light 
will remain on. The red light will also remain on when the Code Cube is attached to a power source during charging.

QUICK-START GUIDE AND SPECIFICATIONS

Powering the Code Cube

While you are writing and testing code, it is best to leave the Code Cube tethered to the computer. This will charge 
the battery while you are uploading and running programs. The Code Cube will dim after five minutes and go to 
sleep after eight minutes when it is tethered and not being used. It will wake up if a new code is sent or if the Start 
button is pressed.

When the Code Cube is not tethered to a computer, it will use the battery as its power source. The Code Cube will run 
for at least one hour when fully charged but can last up to one week depending on the number of times it is started 
when not connected to a USB port. It will charge while connected to a USB port, even while it is being programmed. 
A red light indicates that the battery is charging, and the red light will turn off when the battery is fully charged. The 
Code Cube will shut down after 60 seconds of inactivity or after the Start button is pressed when it is not connected 
to a USB port.
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Overview
The program application is open-source software designed to run from a Chrome browser. The program will work in 
most other browsers, but there might be issues. Since the program is cloud based, there is nothing to install on your 
device. A benefit to this is you will always have access to any updates the app has as they become available without 
needing to update anything!

Opening the Application
To open the application the first time, use a Chrome browser to go to Pitsco.com/CodeCubeApp. You can create a 
shortcut on your desktop or bookmark the site in your favorites for future access.

To start the application, click the icon (if you installed a shortcut on your desktop) or a bookmark in your browser (if 
you created one for the link provided). A browser tab will open with the application’s start screen.

Connecting the Code Cube
Attach the micro USB cable to the computer and the Code Cube. Your computer should automatically connect. This 
might take a moment the first time the Code Cube is connected to your computer.

After the Code Cube is connected and recognized by your computer, click Connect Cube at the top left of the 
application.

Send Code Connect Cube Open Blocks Save Blocks Delete Blocks

CODE CUBE APP

http://Pitsco.com/CodeCubeApp
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Connect Cancel

Pitsco Code Cube – Paired

?

Navigation
The buttons located at the top of the application and their functions are:

• Send Code – Uploads code from the application to the Code Cube. When the Code Cube is tethered and 
paired, the program will automatically run when the upload is complete.

• Connect Cube – Pairs the Code Cube with the application when the Code Cube is connected with the USB 
cable. Note: This will become a Disconnect button after the Code Cube is connected.

• Open Blocks – Loads code from a folder on your computer. These can be files that were previously created and 
saved or files that were shared. If Cancel is clicked as you’re opening blocks, the program being opened will 
be added to any programs currently in the programming area. If OK is clicked, the program being opened will 
replace any existing blocks. Note: The application will open only .xml files.

• Save Blocks – Saves current program code to a designated folder on your computer. Note: All files will be 
saved as .xml files.

• Delete Blocks – Clears all blocks in the programming area and places an on program start block on-screen to 
begin a new program.

Send Code Connect Cube Open Blocks Save Blocks Delete Blocks

A box should pop up with your Code Cube identified. Select your Code Cube and click Connect. The application will 
automatically detect any Code Cube that is attached.

This image shows a Pitsco Code Cube selected.

CODE CUBE APP
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This section should help with possible problems that might occur. If something is not addressed here, please contact 
Pitsco Education. 

• The Code Cube is not receiving the program when I click the Send Code button.

1. Click Disconnect and disconnect the Code Cube from your computer.

2. Reconnect the Code Cube using the USB cable and click Connect Cube to connect it.

3. Try resending the code by clicking Send Code again.

4. Check that less than 100 percent of the memory is being used by looking at the status section in the 
bottom-left area of the application. 

• Images do not appear or flash too quickly to see.

1. Try adding a pause for – seconds block to the code right after the image to have it stay on-screen for a 
longer period of time.

• I was informed that the application was updated to include new content or to fix a bug, but I do not see it.

1. Close the application.

2. Clear your browser cache.

3. Reopen the application to load the latest version.

• I programmed a sound that keeps playing over and over. Do I have to wait for the Code Cube to shut down 
after eight minutes if tethered to a computer, or one minute if not tethered, for the sound to stop playing?

1. If it is tethered to the computer, you can fix the code to make the sound’s loop stop in the application and 
send the code to the Code Cube. The Code Cube will interrupt the program with the new program and 
execute only the new code.

2. If it is not tethered, the Code Cube will continue to play the sound until it goes to sleep after 1 minute.

If you have other problems with or questions about your Code Cube, please email us at support@pitsco.com or call 
us at 800-358-4983.

Let’s Get Started!
Now that you know the basics of your Code Cube, it is time to put it to good use! The following activities will teach 
you how to use each of the coding blocks found in the Code Cube web app. After you complete an activity, there are 
several GO FURTHER challenges that will put your coding skills to the test. 

Let’s have some fun!

Disconnect

Out of Memory! Program is too large.

TROUBLESHOOTING

mailto:support%40pitsco.com?subject=Pitsco%20Code%20Cube
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ACTIVITY

1

There are four menu selections available for writing your code: Control, Sensing, Matrix, and 
Sound. With this activity, we will use actions from the Control and Matrix menus.

The first thing we will do is learn how to make your Code Cube display an image.  
Gather the materials listed, and we will get started.

Control Matrix

MATERIALS NEEDED

Hello, my name is Codey and 
I am here to help you learn 
how to use your Code Cube. I 

am sure you will have lots of 
fun using your imagination 
and creativity to complete 

different activities!

On program start tells 
the Code Cube to run 

the program when 
uploaded (Send Code). It 
automatically runs when 

tethered or, when it is not 
tethered, when the start 

button is pressed.

Create image tells the 
Code Cube what color to 

display for each pixel. There 
are 64 pixels on the Code 
Cube display (eight rows 
by eight columns). The 

default is black, but you 
can change the color of any 

pixel by clicking on it.

When you click on a pixel, 
a color palette will pop 

up. There are 70 different 
colors to choose from. 

Choose the color for each 
pixel to make a great 

image! 

Move the following code blocks into the programming area of your application and arrange 
them as shown.

Note: You can use the 
blank templates on the 
Code Cube Planner to 

try different designs with 
colored pencils before 

transferring them to your 
program.

CODING TIME

TURNING ON THE LIGHTS

Before you begin, make sure 
your Code Cube is connected 

and paired with your 
computer. 

1. Open the Code Cube 
application in a Chrome 
browser.

2. Attach, or tether, 
the Code Cube to your 
computer with the 
cable.

3. Click Connect CubeConnect Cube in 
the top-left corner of 
the application and 
select your Code Cube 
from the list. Then, 
click ConnectConnect.

Code Cube Micro USB cable Computer with Code 
Cube application open
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ACTIVITY

1
Now, recolor your pixels to make the following shape in your program.

To display this image on your Code Cube, click Send 
Code in the upper left of your application. It should 

automatically appear on the display if it is tethered to your 
computer. 

Note: When you create a code or display, you might want 
to use it again. Save it by:

1. Clicking Save Blocks.

2. Giving it a descriptive name (such as Activity 1).

3. Choosing the location where you want it saved.

Congratulations! You 
have just finished your 

first program with your 
Code Cube. Use this code 
to complete any of the 
following activities. 

I can’t wait to see what you 
create! I will be back when 

you are ready for Activity 2.

GO FURTHER

ELA – Create a Character
This is your chance to dream up a character that you would like to meet 
or maybe never meet. It could be a monster (good or bad), a pet, a 
person, a superhero, or anything you can think of that would have certain 
characteristics. Use a program like the one you used in Activity 1 to create 
the image and display it on your Code Cube. Write down the characteristics 
of your character so you can share them with others.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your responses. 

SEL – How Are You?

How are you feeling right now or today in general? Create an image that 
communicates how you are feeling. Use a program like the one you used 
in Activity 1 to create the image and display it on your Code Cube. Write 
down things that make you feel like your image so you can share them 
with others.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your responses.

Math – Symmetry
When one half of an image looks like a mirror image of the other half, 
it is said to have reflectional symmetry. A plus sign and a square have 
symmetry. There are different kinds of symmetry, but you will create an 
image that has reflectional symmetry. Use a program like the one you used 
in Activity 1 to create the image and display it on your Code Cube. Write 
down at least three places where you might see an example of your image 
in your classroom or community.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your responses.

Science – Just a Stage
Think about the stages in a life cycle of an animal such as a frog or 
butterfly. Create an image or icon that represents that stage. Use a program 
like the one you used in Activity 1 to create the image and display it on 
your Code Cube. Write down the stages in the life cycle of the animal that 
include your image and explain when your image would happen.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your responses.

TURNING ON THE LIGHTS
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ACTIVITY

2
CHANGING LIGHTS

In this activity, we will learn how to make your Code Cube display multiple images.  
Gather the materials listed, and we will get started.

If you saved your program from Activity 1, you can open it by clicking Open Blocks on the 
top row of buttons. If you did not save it, you can write a new one as you follow along in this 

activity. We will start with the program from Activity 1 that displays a happy heart. 

MATERIALS NEEDED

Code Cube Micro USB cable

CODING TIME

Computer with Code 
Cube application open

Hello, it’s Codey, back for 
more coding fun! Before you 
begin, make sure your Code 
Cube is connected to and 

paired with your computer. 
In case you forgot how to 

do this:
1. Open the Code Cube 

application in a Chrome 
browser.

2. Attach, or tether, 
the Code Cube to your 
computer with the 
cable.

3.  Click ConnectConnect CubeCube in 
the top-left corner of 
the application and 
select your Code Cube 
from the list. Then, 
click ConnectConnect.

Add the following code blocks into the programming area of your application and arrange them 
as shown. 

Pause for – seconds tells the Code Cube how long to wait before 
going to the next block. In this example, it tells the Code Cube 

to display the image and wait 2 seconds before showing the 
next image. You can change how long the image is displayed by 

adjusting the number of seconds for the pause.

Notice that we are showing two images for 2 seconds each.  
The program should keep running this loop until we stop it or 
load a new program. We can add up to eight different images 

by adding create image blocks to our program loop before the 
memory is filled. 

On program start tells the Code Cube to run the program when 
uploaded (Send Code). It automatically runs when tethered or, 

when it is not tethered, when the start button is pressed.

Create image tells the Code Cube what image to display when 
the program is running.

Hint:Hint: 
You can right-click the 
image block and select 

DuplicateDuplicate to make a copy of 
the happy heart. Then, adjust 

the colors of the pixels to 
make the sad heart. You can 

duplicate any blocks by 
right-clicking them!
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2
ACTIVITY

To display these images on your Code Cube, click Send Code in the upper left of 
your application. It should automatically appear on the display if it is tethered to your 

computer. 

Note: When you create a code or display, you might want to use it again. Save it by:

1. Clicking Save Blocks.

2. Giving it a descriptive name (such as Activity 2).

3. Choosing the location where you want it saved.

CHANGING LIGHTS
Now, recolor your pixels in the second create image block to make the second shape in your 

program.Congratulations! You 
have just finished your 
second program with 

your Code Cube. Use this 
code to complete any of 
the following activities. 

Don’t forget that you can 
add more image and pause 
blocks (up to eight) if you 

need them! I can’t wait to see 
what you create! I will be 

back when you are ready for 
Activity 3.

GO FURTHER

ELA – Multiple Characteristics
This is your chance to dream up a different character than in Activity 1 or 
extend the same character that you would like to meet or maybe never 
meet. It could be a monster (good or bad), a pet, a person, a superhero, or 
anything you can think of that would have certain characteristics. Use a 
program like the one you used in Activity 2 to create at least five different 
images of your character and display them on your Code Cube. Write down 
the characteristics of your character captured in each image so you can 
share them with others.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your responses.  

SEL – Many Moods

How are you feeling right now or today, in general? Create five images 
that communicate how you are feeling or have felt during the week. Use 
a program like the one you used in Activity 2 to create the images and 
display it on your Code Cube. Write down things that make you feel like 
your images so you can share them with others.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your responses

Math – Symmetry
When one half of an image looks like a mirror image of the other half, 
it is said to have reflectional symmetry. A plus sign and a square have 
symmetry. There are different kinds of symmetry, but you will create five 
images that have reflectional symmetry. Use a program like the one you 
used in Activity 2 to create the images and display them on your Code 
Cube. Write down at least three places where you might see an example of 
your images in your classroom or community.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your responses.

Science – Multiple Stages
Think about the stages in a life cycle of an animal such as a frog or 
butterfly. Create at least three images or icons that represent the stages. 
Use a program like the one you used in Activity 2 to create the images and 
display them on your Code Cube. Write down the stages in the life cycle of 
the animal that include your images and explain when your images would 
happen.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your responses.
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ACTIVITY

3
TURN THAT FROWN UPSIDE DOWN

Hello, it’s Codey, back for 
more coding fun! Before you 
begin, make sure your Code 
Cube is connected to and 

paired with your computer. 

In this activity, we will make your Code Cube display different images based on the position it’s 
facing. Gather the materials listed, and we will get started.

When you write code, there are usually different ways to get the same result. This activity will 
give you two ways to write a program that makes the Code Cube do the same thing. Usually, 
you want to write a code with the least number of blocks since it will use the least amount of 

memory. 

Add the following code blocks into the programming area of your application and  
arrange them as shown. 

MATERIALS NEEDED

Code Cube Micro USB cable

CODING TIME

Computer with Code 
Cube application open

On program start tells the Code Cube to run the 
program when uploaded (Send Code). It automatically 

runs when tethered or, when it is not tethered, when 
the start button is pressed.

The if – then block tells the Code Cube what to do 
when certain conditions are met. This example tells it 
to display a frowny face when the display is facing up. 
What do you think it will do in the second cube facing 

block?

Cube facing (up) tells the Code Cube what to do when 
the program is running and the display is facing up. 

The up can be changed to down (see the second cube 
facing block).

The matrix image (frowny face) block tells the Code 
Cube to display a preprogrammed image. In this 

example, it tells it to display the frowny face image. The 
second matrix image block tells it to show the smiley 

face image.

Hint:Hint: 
After you create the frowny 

face, you can right-click 
the image block and select 
DuplicateDuplicate to make a copy of 

the frowny face. Then, adjust 
the colors of the pixels to 
make the smiley face. You 

can duplicate any blocks by 
right-clicking them!
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3
ACTIVITY

To run this program with your Code Cube, click Send Code in the upper left of your application. 
When you turn your display from face up to down, the image should change. It might be easier to 

see if you disconnect the Code Cube from the computer and hold it above you.

Note: If you want to use this program again, click Save Blocks to save this as Activity 3.

TURN THAT FROWN UPSIDE DOWN

When you do your activities, 
use create image create image blocks. The 
program would look like the 

second example if you had 
created your own images. 

Preprogrammed images 
use a lot less memory than 
created images, so you can 
use more of them in long 

programs.

Congratulations! You have 
just finished your first 

program that detects the 
Code Cube’s position. Use 

either code to complete any 
of the following activities. 
Don’t forget that you can 

duplicate blocks if you want 
to change only a small part 

of an image! We will keep 
moving in Activity 4.
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3
ACTIVITY

GO FURTHER

ELA – Antonym Action
Stop and go. Good and bad. These words mean the opposite of each other, 
and we use them almost every day. Create two images that represent a pair 
of antonyms. Use a program like the one in Activity 3 to display them on 
your Code Cube when it is in opposite positions (faceup and facedown). 
Explain what each image represents. Then, give an example of how they 
could be used while you wear your Code Cube.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your responses.  

SEL – Red Light, Green Light

In the game of Red Light, Green Light, someone calls out “green light” 
when players are allowed to move and “red light” when they must 
stop. Sometimes, we need to tell or signal others to start or stop doing 
something. Think of a time when it would be useful for you to be able to 
tell someone to start or stop doing something without talking. Create two 
images that would be useful in that situation. Use a program like the one 
in Activity 3 to display them on your Code Cube when it is in opposite 
positions (faceup and facedown). Write down what each image represents 
and explain how each would be useful.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your responses

Math – True North
If we wanted to point someone in one direction using a Code Cube (such 
as north, straight ahead, right, and so on), we would need the image to 
always point in the same direction whether it is facing up or down. Create 
two images that would point someone in the same direction when the 
display is facing up or down. Use a program like the one in Activity 3 to 
create the images and display them on your Code Cube. Write down what 
you had to do to make the images look the same regardless of which way 
the Code Cube was facing.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your responses.

Science – Weathered
Think about two weather conditions that you would consider opposite 
of each other. Create one image or icon that represents each condition 
(two total images). Use a program like the one in Activity 3 to create the 
images and display them on your Code Cube. Write down the conditions 
represented by your images and explain why you consider them to be 
opposites.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your responses.

TURN THAT FROWN UPSIDE DOWN
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ACTIVITY

4

Hello, it’s Codey, back for 
more coding fun! Before you 
begin, make sure your Code 
Cube is connected to and 

paired with your computer. 

In this activity, we will make your Code Cube display different images based on the position it’s 
tilted. Gather the materials listed, and we will get started.

The code used in this activity uses the tilt of the Code Cube to display different images by 
reading the accelerometer inside. The tilting directions it can sense are:

To play Rock, Paper, Scissors, each person needs a Code Cube with the program you create in 
this activity loaded. Both players will say, “Rock, Paper, Scissors” together and then tilt the Code 

Cube to one of the positions. A player with a rock beats a player with scissors, scissors beats 
paper, and paper beats rock. If the players have the same image, they go again. See who can win 

the best out of five tries! 

MATERIALS NEEDED

Code Cube Micro USB cable

CODING TIME

ROCK, PAPER, SCISSORS

Computer with Code 
Cube application open

Right tilt

Forward (or downward) tilt

Left tilt

Backward (or upward) tilt
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4
ACTIVITY

Add the following code blocks into the programming area of your application and arrange them  
as shown.

ROCK, PAPER, SCISSORS

The matrix image (smiley face) block tells the Code 
Cube to display a preprogrammed image. The other 

matrix image blocks tell it to show other images.

On program start tells the Code Cube to run the 
program when uploaded (Send Code). It automatically 

runs when tethered or, when it is not tethered, when 
the start button is pressed.

The if – then block tells the Code Cube what to do 
when certain conditions are met. This example tells 
it to display scissors when the display is tilted to the 

left. What do you think it will do in the other if – then 
blocks?

Pause for – seconds tells the Code Cube to keep 
showing the image for five seconds before continuing 
to run the program. This will let others see what was 
chosen regardless of which way the display moves 

during the five seconds. If the display is returned to a 
flat, up position, it will show the starting image (smiley 

face) again.

Cube tilting (left) tells the Code Cube what to do when 
the program is running and the display is tilted left. The 
left can also be changed to right, forward, or backward 

(see the following cube tilting blocks).

To run this program with your Code Cube, click Send Code tab in the upper left of your application.  
When you tilt your display, the image should change. 

Note: If you want to use this program again, click Save Blocks tab to save this as Activity 4.

Congratulations! You have 
just finished your first 
program that detects 

tilting position. Use similar 
code to complete any of 
the following activities. 

Don’t forget that you can 
duplicate blocks if you want 
to change only a small part 

of the images you create!  
We will add sounds in 

Activity 5.

When you do your activities, 
use create imagecreate image blocks 

for images that you create 
instead of the matrix imagematrix image 

blocks. 

Hint:Hint:
You can duplicate any blocks 

by right-clicking them!
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4
ACTIVITY

GO FURTHER

ELA – Common Ground
Families can have parents, grandparents, siblings, and even pets in 
common. Bands can have instruments, singers, and styles in common. 
There are many groups that have things in common with each other. 
Create five images that represent a group with something in common. Use 
a program like the one in Activity 4 to display them on your Code Cube. 
When the display is not tilted, it should show a main image.  When the 
display is tilted, it should show four different images that share something 
in common. Explain what each image represents and how it relates to the 
main image.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your responses.  

SEL – Let’s Play a Game!

Create a game like Rock, Paper, Scissors where each image can beat 
another. Think of a time when it would be useful for you to be able to solve 
a dispute using a game like yours. Create at least three images that would 
be useful in that situation. Use a program like the one in Activity 4 to 
display them on your Code Cube when playing the game. Write down what 
each image represents and explain how each would be useful.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your responses.

Math – Operation 16
This game can also be called Operation 17, 18, or any other number you 
pick. To play this game, you will assign four different numbers to each of 
the tilting positions using a matrix character – color block instead of 
the matrix image blocks used in Activity 4. (You will need to add a cube 
tilting (backward) block as well.) The goal is for another person to tilt the 
display five times to get five numbers that they will write down. They have 
to use all five of their numbers with any operations (+, –, x, ÷) to come out 
to 16 (or whatever number you choose). For example, if you select 4, 5, 7, 3, 
and 5, you could say (7 x 5) – (3 x 5) – 4 = 16.

Use the Code Cube Planner to write the numbers and operations used to 
get the correct answers.

Science – Map Features
Look at a map of somewhere on Earth. Select a place on the map that has 
different features to the north, south, east, and west of the selected location. 
Create an image that would represent each feature. Use a program like the 
one in Activity 4 to display them on your Code Cube when it is tilted in each 
direction. (You will need to add a cube tilting (backward) block as well.) 
Write down the features represented by your images and explain why you 
chose each.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your responses.

ROCK, PAPER, SCISSORS
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ACTIVITY

5
SOUND OFF

In this activity, we will make your Code Cube display different images with sounds.  
Gather the materials listed, and we will get started.

The code used in this activity uses the speakers in the Code Cube to produce unique sounds. 
When you want to play sounds, it is important where you place them in your program. Images 

will stay on the display when a sound is being played. However, if you place a sound block 
before an image block, the image will not change until the sound finishes playing.

Add the following code blocks into the programming area of your application and  
arrange them as shown. 

MATERIALS NEEDED

CODING TIME

Code Cube Micro USB cable Computer with Code 
Cube application open

The matrix image (crab) block tells the Code Cube 
to display a preprogrammed image. The other matrix 

image block tells it to show a different image.

On program start tells the Code Cube to run the 
program when uploaded (Send Code). It automatically 

runs when tethered or, when it is not tethered, when 
the start button is pressed.

The play sound – until done block tells the Code Cube 
to play a preprogrammed sound effect. This example 
tells it to play three random tunes (one tune for each 

block). The other play sound – until done block tells it 
to play a different sound.

Pause for – seconds tells the Code Cube to wait three 
seconds before executing the next block of code. Pause 
blocks can wait up to 10 seconds each. (Hint: If a long 
pause is needed, a repeat – times block can be used.)

End program tells the Code Cube to stop running the 
code. If it is not added here, the code will keep looping. 

The program can be run again after five seconds by 
pressing the button on the Code Cube.

Clear matrix tells the Code Cube to make the display 
blank. It is useful here to let you know when the 

program has ended.

Hello, it’s Codey, back for 
more coding fun! Before you 
begin, make sure your Code 
Cube is connected to and 

paired with your computer. 

Congratulations! You have 
just finished your first 

program with sound. Use 
similar code to complete any 
of the following activities. 
Don’t forget to try other 
sound blocks! We will add 
more sounds in Activity 6.

To run this program with your Code Cube, click Send Code in the upper left of your application. 

Note: If you want to use this program again, click Save Blocks to save this as Activity 5.

Hint:Hint:
You can duplicate any blocks 

by right-clicking them!

When you do your activities, 
use create imagecreate image blocks 

for images that you create 
instead of the matrix imagematrix image 

blocks. 
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5
ACTIVITY

SOUND OFF

GO FURTHER

ELA – Transitions
Going from school to home. Growing from a child to an adult. There 
are transitions all around us every day! Create at least three images that 
represent transitions. Use a program like the one in Activity 5 to display 
them on your Code Cube with sound effects between each transition. 
Explain what is happening during each of the changes using transitional 
words.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your 
descriptions.   

SEL – Mood Sounds

Some songs or sounds can make us happy, sad, mad, or glad. Create at 
least three images that match a mood or feeling with a sound effect. Use 
a program like the one in Activity 5 to display them on your Code Cube. 
Write down what each image represents and explain why you chose a 
sound or what kind of sound you would have used if it were available.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your responses.

Math – Countdown
Create five images with sounds that represent a countdown from 5 to 1. 
For this activity, do not use the matrix image block. Be creative with the 
images you create and explain how each represents a number in your 
countdown.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your responses.

Science – Coming Down
What goes up must come down at some point when gravity is involved. 
Create a series of images with sound effects that represent the effect of 
gravity on an object. Use a program like the one in Activity 5 to display them 
on your Code Cube. Write down a description of your images and explain 
why you chose each.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your responses.
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ACTIVITY

6
THE SERVER’S TRAY

On program start tells the Code Cube to run the program 
when uploaded (Send Code). It automatically runs when 

tethered or, when it is not tethered, when the start button is 
pressed.

The if – then – else loop tells the Code Cube to display a 
preprogrammed image if the cube is facing down. The else 

section tells it what to do when the cube is not facing down.

Play note – for – seconds tells the Code Cube to play a C4 
note for 0.25 seconds before executing the next block. (Hint: 
If a pause is needed between sounds, a pause for – seconds 

block can be used.)

Play tone – Hz for – seconds blocks tell the Code Cube to 
play a 1,000 Hz and 900 Hz tone for 0.5 seconds each before 

executing the next block. (Hint: If a pause is needed between 
sounds, a pause for – seconds block can be used.)

In this activity, we will make your Code Cube play sounds for different scenarios or situations. 
Gather the materials listed, and we will get started.

The code used in this activity uses sounds to indicate tilting position. The Code Cube will be 
worn on a server’s wrist so he or she can be notified when the serving tray is tilting and not flat.

MATERIALS NEEDED

CODING TIME

Code Cube Micro USB cable Computer with Code 
Cube application open

Hello, it’s Codey, back for 
more coding fun! Before you 
begin, make sure your Code 
Cube is connected to and 

paired with your computer. 

The sounds shown in the code for this activity mix notes and tones so you can see an example of 
each. The time used for each sound was used to demonstrate how different sounds can be put 
together for different effects. Be sure to experiment with various combinations! Feel free to use 

actual sheet music or online sound generators for your research. 

Add the following code blocks into the programming area of your application and  
arrange them as shown. 

Hint:Hint:
You can duplicate any blocks 

by right-clicking them!

When you do your activities, 
use create imagecreate image blocks 

for images that you create 
instead of the matrix imagematrix image 

blocks.  

To run this program with your Code Cube, click Send Code in the upper left of your application. 

Note: If you want to use this program again, click Save Blocks to save this as Activity 6.

Congratulations! You have 
just finished your second 
program with sound. Use 

similar code to complete any 
of the following activities. 
Don’t forget to try other 
sound blocks! We will add 

more sounds and movements 
in Activity 7.
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6
ACTIVITY

THE SERVER’S TRAY

GO FURTHER

ELA – Situational Sounds
You might have noticed that music plays in the background during movies 
or television shows. Create at least three images that might be used in 
a scene from a story. Then, create sounds that would help set the mood 
for each scene. Use a program like the one in Activity 6 to display them 
on your Code Cube with the sounds between each scene. Explain what is 
happening during each of the scenes and the mood you are trying to set.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your 
descriptions.    

SEL – Interpretive Coding

Sometimes, we can look at a person, an image, or a situation and think 
we know what is going on. Work with a partner or another group for this 
activity. One group will create an image, and the other will create some 
sounds. After each group has finished, trade places with each other and 
complete each program so each Code Cube shows an image with sounds. 
Then, go back to your original Code Cube to see what the other group 
added to your program. Use a program like the one in Activity 6 to display 
the image with sounds on your Code Cube. Write down how well the other 
interpreted your sounds or image.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your responses.
Math – Timed Sounds
Create one image and a series of sounds or a song to go with it. The 
program should play for exactly five seconds and then stop. Be creative 
with the images and sounds you create and explain how you made it play 
for exactly five seconds.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your responses.

Science – Coded Messages
Morse code uses a series of short and long beeps, flashes, or taps to send 
messages. The coded message can be decoded by the receiver using a key 
that tells what letter each combination of sounds is. Create a key for a code 
that you create using notes with different durations. Start the program 
with an image related to your message. Then, write a program for a 
message on your Code Cube. (Hint: Put short pauses between each series 
of sounds to help the person listening to the message.) Use a program like 
the one in Activity 6 to play the message on your Code Cube. Write down 
a description of your image and the key for your code. Give a copy of your 
key to someone else and have them decode your message.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your responses.

Sometimes a few notes of a 
song will make you think of 
a certain image. For example, 

the first six notes of “The 
Star Spangled Banner” 

might make you think of the 
American flag.
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ACTIVITY

7
RIDDLED

In this activity, we will make your Code Cube become a prompting device for riddles. Gather the 
materials listed, and we will get started.

The code used in this activity uses sounds to prompt responses and the shake function to keep 
things moving. The Code Cube can be worn on the wrist or held for these activities.

Riddles can be easy, hard, fun, or even silly. This program will show you how to create one riddle 
using your Code Cube. Be sure to change the sounds and images to match whatever types of 

riddles you create when you do your activities! A sample riddle for the sample activity could be:

Riddle: Those who do not really know me might call me Roy G. Biv. 
Answer: A rainbow (image shown is a rainbow)

Add the following code blocks into the programming area of your application and  
arrange them as shown.

MATERIALS NEEDED

CODING TIME

Code Cube Micro USB cable Computer with Code 
Cube application open

Hello, it’s Codey, back for 
more coding fun! Before you 
begin, make sure your Code 
Cube is connected to and 

paired with your computer.  

Hint:Hint:
You can duplicate any blocks 

by right-clicking them!

Congratulations! You have 
just finished your first 

prompting program. Use 
similar code to complete any 
of the following activities. 

We will add more sounds 
and loops in Activity 8.

When you do your activities, 
use create imagecreate image blocks 

for images that you create 
instead of the matrix imagematrix image 

blocks. 

Play sound – until done and play note – for – 
seconds tell the Code Cube to play sounds or notes 

before executing the next block of code. The pause for 
– seconds block is used to create space between each 

sound.

On program start tells the Code Cube to run the 
program when uploaded (Send Code). It automatically 

runs when tethered or, when it is not tethered, when 
the start button is pressed.

Wait until tells the Code Cube to wait until a motion is 
sensed by the cube. In this example, it is waiting for the 
Code Cube to shake before executing the next block of 

code.

The repeat – times loop tells the Code Cube to run the 
code inside the loop a certain number of times. In this 

example, it will play a note three times with a pause 
between each note.

To run this program with your Code Cube, click Send Code in the upper left of your application. 

Note: If you want to use this program again, click Save Blocks to save this as Activity 7.
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ACTIVITY

RIDDLED

GO FURTHER

ELA – Character Riddler
Maybe you have a favorite character or location in a story you have read? 
Create at least three images that represent elements from a story. Then, 
create a riddle for each image. Use a program like the one in Activity 7 to 
display the images on your Code Cube with sounds between each image. 
Try your riddles out on others to see if they can guess the images that go 
with them.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your riddles with 
answers.   

SEL – Emoji Riddler

Can you guess the best emoji from a riddle? Create at least three emojis 
that represent different emotions. Then, create a riddle for each image. 
Use a program like the one in Activity 7 to display the emojis on your Code 
Cube with sounds between each image. Try your riddles out on others to 
see if they can guess the images that go with them.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your riddles with 
answers.

Math – Math Riddler
Can you guess a shape, an operation, or a number from a riddle? Create at 
least three images that represent different math-related questions. Then, 
create a riddle for each image. Use a program like the one in Activity 7 to 
display the images on your Code Cube with sounds between each image. 
Try your riddles out on others to see if they can guess the images that go 
with them.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your riddles with 
answers.

Science – Environment Riddler
How well do you know the world around you? Create at least three images 
that represent different things you have learned or observed in the world 
around you. Then, create a riddle for each image. Use a program like the 
one in Activity 7 to display the images on your Code Cube with sounds 
between each image. Try your riddles out on others to see if they can guess 
the images that go with them.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your riddles with 
answers.
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ACTIVITY

8

Slide Right
(2 beats)
Step to the right with right foot 
(1 beat)
Then, bring left foot over (1 
beat)

Step Back
(2 beats)
Step to the back with left foot 
(1 beat)
Then, bring right foot back (1 
beat)

Slide Left
(2 beats)
Step to the left with left foot 
(1 beat)
Then, bring right foot over (1 
beat)

Step Forward
(2 beats)
Step to the front with right foot 
(1 beat)
Then, bring left foot forward 
(1 beat)

SLIDE DANCE

Think of the movements as a dance where each movement is done with the beat of the music. 
The time used for the movements should be evenly spaced. A slower time should be used 

while learning the steps and a faster time after you get the steps down. Feel free to add actual 
music after you have the movements. The Code Cube can be worn on the wrist or held for these 

activities.

In this activity, we will make your Code Cube help people to get moving. Gather the materials 
listed, and we will get started.

The code used in this activity uses sounds and direction to direct people’s movements. The 
moves for the activity code are shown here.

Hello, it’s Codey, back for 
more coding fun! Before you 
begin, make sure your Code 
Cube is connected to and 

paired with your computer. 

People can move to music, 
claps, stomps, or anything 

that has a rhythm. Be 
creative when making your 

own movements!

MATERIALS NEEDED

CODING TIME

Code Cube Micro USB cable Computer with Code 
Cube application open
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ACTIVITY

Play note – for – seconds tells the Code Cube to play 
notes before executing the next block of code. The 
pause for – seconds block is used to create equal 

space between each note. In this sample, the series of 
blocks creates one-second notes for rhythm. The time 

can be changed to be faster or slower.

On program start tells the Code Cube to run the 
program when uploaded (Send Code). It automatically 

runs when tethered or, when it is not tethered, when 
the start button is pressed.

Matrix character – color tells the Code Cube to show 
a character in a certain color on the display. In this 

sample code, the series of these blocks will count down 
from 4 to 1 with blue characters.

The repeat – times loop tells the Code Cube to run the 
code inside the loop a certain number of times. In this 

example, it will show an image and play a note two 
times with a pause between each note.

Wait until tells the Code Cube to wait until a motion is 
sensed by the cube. In this example, it is waiting for the 
Code Cube to shake before starting the program again.

To run this program with your Code Cube, click Send Code in the upper left of your application. 

Note: If you want to use this program again, click Save Blocks to save this as Activity 8.

When you do your activities, 
use matrix imagematrix image blocks 
for directions you need 
instead of create imagecreate image 

blocks. This will not use as 
much memory as images you 

create.

Congratulations! You 
have just finished your 

first movement-inducing 
program. Use similar code 

to complete any of the 
following activities.  

We will add more motion in 
Activity 9.

SLIDE DANCE
Add the following code blocks into the programming area of your application and  

arrange them as shown. 
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ACTIVITY

SLIDE DANCE

GO FURTHER

ELA – Square-ish Dance
Square dances traditionally have a caller who instructs the dancers on what 
moves to do. Create a series of movements that can train dancers with the 
Code Cube by using arrows and sound. Then, create rhythmic words that 
help the dancers execute different moves they learned using the Code 
Cube. Use a program like the one in Activity 8 to display the moves on your 
Code Cube with the sounds keeping time. Try your calls and movements 
out on others to see if they can complete the movements. If possible, add 
some music to the fun!

Use the Code Cube Planner to write your rhythmic words and related 
movements.   

SEL – Dance Coach

Choreographers create synchronized movements between performers to 
create an experience for an audience. Create at least three movements 
that can be taught to a small group using a Code Cube. Each movement 
should create a desired response from the audience. Use a program like the 
one in Activity 8 to display the movements on your Code Cube with the 
sounds keeping time. Work with a small group of performers to learn the 
movements and then perform them for a small audience. If possible, add 
appropriate music to complete the performance!

Use the Code Cube Planner to explain your movements and desired 
audience response.

Math – Timed Workout
Workout programs are a big business for fitness instructors. Create a series 
of workout moves that last exactly two minutes. Use a program like the 
one in Activity 8 to display the workout moves on your Code Cube with the 
sounds keeping time. Have someone try your workout program and give 
you feedback on how you can improve it.

Use the Code Cube Planner to explain your movements and desired results.

Science – Reaction Game
Can you identify images from your world? Create at least five images that 
represent examples and non-examples of a group. For example, if you 
wanted to see if someone could identify mammals, you could make three 
images of mammals and two of reptiles. When a correct answer is chosen 
by tilting left for no or right for yes, an image should display with a sound 
that indicates the choice was correct. If a wrong answer is chosen, an 
image should display with a sound that indicates the choice was wrong. 
Use a program like the one in Activity 8 to display the images on your Code 
Cube with the sounds between each. Try your challenge out on others to 
see if they can guess the correct answers.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your answers.
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ACTIVITY

9
ANIMATED DISPLAYS

In this activity, we will make your Code Cube move objects on screen. Gather the materials 
listed, and we will get started.

Maybe you would like an image or character to slide across the screen. Maybe you would like to 
see a plant appear to grow from the bottom of your display. Or, maybe you would like a square 
to move in the direction you tilt the Code Cube. Any of these are possible with the Code Cube!

Add the following code blocks into the programming area of your application and arrange them  
as shown.

MATERIALS NEEDED

CODING TIME

Code Cube Micro USB cable Computer with Code 
Cube application open

Hello, it’s Codey, back for 
more coding fun! Before you 
begin, make sure your Code 
Cube is connected to and 

paired with your computer. 

Adding sounds in certain 
places in the code can add to 

your program’s effect!

Loop while tells the Code Cube to run the code inside the loop when 
a certain condition is met. In this example, it scrolls the selected image 

and plays a sound when the cube is tilted left.

Matrix pixel at row –, column – with tells the Code Cube turn a 
specific pixel a certain color on the display. The rows and columns are 
numbered 1-8 starting in the top-left corner (which is Row 1, Column 
1). To create the effect of movement in this example, a pixel turns pink 

and then black before the one next to it continues the pattern.

Scrolling mode – speed tells the Code Cube to scroll any images or 
characters at different speeds from right to left on the display. In this 
sample code, the image will scroll at medium speed. To stop images 
from scrolling, use the same block but set it to off. The off setting is 

not needed in this program because it will scroll only when the cube is 
tilted left because the block is inside this loop.

The play sound – until done block tells the Code Cube to play a sound. 
In this example, it will play a random tune between each color change 

of the pixels.

Clear matrix tells the Code Cube to clear the display. In this example, it 
is located outside the other loops so that a blank display is shown when 

the cube is not tilting left or right.

If your program gets too 
long to see in the program 

area, you can use a new new 
block columnblock column block to the 

right of your code to start a 
new column that continues 
the program so you can see 

it all on-screen!
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To run this program with your Code Cube, click Send Code in the upper left of your application. 

Note: If you want to use this program again, click Save Blocks to save this as Activity 9.

ANIMATED DISPLAYS

New block column lets you continue 
a program to the right of an existing 

column of code. This is helpful when you 
want to be able to see all the code on 
one screen instead of having to scroll 

down to see the end of one long column. 
It is important to put the on program 

start column on the left since the Code 
Cube will execute the program from the 
new columns in order from left to right. 

Each added column will need to start 
with a new block column block.

Congratulations! You have 
just finished your first 

animated objects program. 
Use similar code to complete 

any of the following 
activities. 
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ANIMATED DISPLAYS

GO FURTHER

ELA – Where Are They Going?
We can see people hurrying somewhere or casually strolling down the 
street. Create at least three characters to animate at different speeds. Then, 
write a brief background story about why they are traveling at their speed. 
Use a program like the one in Activity 9 to display the animations on your 
Code Cube. Share your animations and their stories with someone else.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your stories.   

SEL – Changing Moods

We have seen people who are laughing one second and crying the next. 
Create an emoji that uses motion to change between at least three 
emotions. Use a program like the one in Activity 9 to display the emojis on 
your Code Cube. Think of some reasons the emotions are changing.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your reasons.

Math – Animated Tutor
How do you draw a point, a line segment, a ray, an angle, perpendicular 
line segments, or parallel line segments? Create an animation that would 
show someone how to draw at least three 2-D figures. Use a program 
like the one in Activity 9 to display the figures on your Code Cube. Have 
someone try to draw similar figures to yours on a sheet of paper while 
watching your animations.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and describe your chosen 
figures.

Science – Gravitational Pull
If something goes up, it must come down, right? Gravity is constantly 
pulling us in a downward direction. Create an object that will move in 
whichever direction you tilt the Code Cube but will stay in the center of the 
display when the cube is flat. Use a program like the one in Activity 9 to 
create your animations. 

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and explain how you 
made your object appear to move.
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ACTIVITY

10
A LITTLE EXTRA!

In this activity, we will look at different ways to make your Code Cube create exciting patterns. 
Gather the materials listed, and we will get started.

You have just finished a great story to share using your Code Cube, and you want to add a little 
something before, between, or after your graphics to turn something ordinary into something 

extraordinary. We can add that little extra using blocks from the Matrix menu!

Add the following code blocks into the programming area of your application and  
arrange them as shown. 

MATERIALS NEEDED

CODING TIME

Code Cube Micro USB cable Computer with Code 
Cube application open

Hello, it’s Codey, back for 
more coding fun! Before you 
begin, make sure your Code 
Cube is connected to and 

paired with your computer.  

Congratulations! You 
have just finished your 
first advanced effects 
program. Use a similar 

code to complete any of the 
following activities. 

Adding matrix effects 
in your code can add to 
your program’s overall 

excitement!

Loop until tells the Code Cube to run the code inside the loop 
until a certain condition is met. In this example, it makes the 

patterns until the cube is shaken.

Set brightness to – percent % tells the Code Cube to dim or 
brighten the display to a certain percentage of brightness. In this 
sample code, it changes from 20% to 80% to 100%. The range is 

from 0% (darkest) to 100% (brightest).

Fill matrix with tells the Code Cube to make the entire display a 
single color. 

Matrix row – with tells the Code Cube to make one of the eight 
rows a single color. In this example, it makes the third and sixth 

rows pink.

Matrix column – with tells the Code Cube to make one of the 
eight columns a single color. In this example, it makes the third 

and sixth columns pink.

Fade matrix over – second period tells the Code Cube to fade 
the display down and brighten back up over a period of time.

Strobe matrix color – times tells the Code Cube to strobe the 
display a certain color for a certain number of times.

Blink matrix – times tells the Code Cube to blink the image on 
the display a certain number of times.

If your program gets too 
long to see in the program 

area, you can use a new new 
block columnblock column block to the 

right of your code to start a 
new column that continues 
the program so you can see 

it all on-screen!

To run this program with your Code Cube, click Send Code in the upper left of your application. 

Note: If you want to use this program again, click Save Blocks to save this as Activity 10.
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A LITTLE EXTRA!

GO FURTHER

ELA – Big Intro
At the beginning of movies, stories, or videos, there is usually an 
introduction. Think of a story that could be told using your Code Cube and 
create an exciting intro for it (you do not need to create a whole story). Use 
a program like the one in Activity 10 to display your intro on your Code 
Cube. Share your intro and describe the story it introduces with someone 
else.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and write your description 
of how the intro leads into the story.   

SEL – Exciting or Not

Sometimes graphics can get the viewer excited, and other times graphics 
might make the viewer relaxed. Create at least two patterns that you would 
expect someone viewing the patterns to have different feelings about. Use 
a program like the one in Activity 10 to display the patterns on your Code 
Cube. Describe what you anticipate someone else to feel while viewing 
each pattern. After showing them to someone else, describe how the 
person said they felt when viewing each pattern.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and explain your results.

Math – Parallel or Perpendicular
Create exciting designs for your Code Cube: one that makes use of parallel 
line segments and another that makes use of perpendicular line segments. 
Create an animation that demonstrates both of your concepts. Use a 
program like the one in Activity 10 to display them on your Code Cube. 
Share your creations with someone else and describe your design to them 
using math terms.

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and describe your chosen 
designs.

Science – Bright Ideas
We know the time of day can change the brightness of the things we 
see outside. Create a series of images that show how the brightness of 
something changes over time. Use a program like the one in Activity 10 to 
create your changes. 

Use the Code Cube Planner to sketch your ideas and explain what time of 
day each display represents.
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Which activity you are doing? 

Use these 8 x 8 grids to sketch your possible designs. When you get one you like, transfer your design to the 
application so you can see it on the Code Cube.

Use the following lines to write your responses for the activity.

CODE CUBE PLANNER
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